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INTRODUCTION

The apple processing industry
has a point in common with most North
American industry, which is the desire
to automate their production lines
either because of high labour cost or
the shortage of seasonal labour. Each
year in North America about 5 million
cases of canned apples, as well as
about 100 million pounds of frozen
apples are processed (3,7). In many
processing plants the greatest labour
use is on the peeling, coring and
trimming lines. Commonly apples are
conveyed on a belt or in a flume to
the peeling and coring equipment
(Figure 1). The equipment operators
pick up the apples, orient them and
place them in the cups of the peeler.
From the peeling and coring unit the
fruit passes on to trimming, another
manual operation for the removal of
defects, and subsequently to slicing
and other processing operations. The
difficulty of automatically orienting
the apples is the main obstacle to
automation of the apple processing
line.

This paper will review some of
the problems associated with the auto
mation of apple orientation and some
of the techniques which have been
used in an effort to solve these pro
blems. A prototype test unit developed
for studying the feasibility of flotation
orientation is also discussed.

REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK

Mechanical Orientation Systems

Several patents have been issued
concerning the mechanical orientation
of fruit and some equipment is now
commercially available.

Mechanical systems which have
been explored and exploited are based
on the detection or sensing of the
stem end or calyx depression or on
the physical stability of the fruit when
resting on either the stem or calyx
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end .Workers at Michigan State Univer
sity studied mechanical orientation
systems °,b. Their studies encom
passed determination of the angles of
stability for fruit with the stem end,
calyx end or other flat surface of the
fruit resting on inclined planes. They
found good possibility for orientation
in the stem up or stem down position
for several varieties of apples inclu
ding Cortland, Mcintosh and Rome
Beauty. Very little possibility for
orientation in the stem up or stem
down position was found for the
Delicious variety. The concave or
flattened areas on the sides of the
Delicious provide stable positioning
in other than the desired orientation
with the axis of the core perpendicular
to the surface. An inclined surface of
about 15 degrees was found to offer
the best possibility for orientation of
the varieties other than delicious.

• igure A conventional manual orienta
tion apple peeling and coring

Based on their work on the fruit
stability on an inclined plane, the
workers at Michigan State University
developed an experimental unitb using
an inclined belt conveyor. Apples
rotated on the inclined belt until they
found a stable position. In the stable

0 Stout, B.A., Dewey, D.H. and R.F.
Mrozek. 1968. Pome fruit orientation.
Final Report, Dep. Agr. Eng., Mich.
State Univ., December.

b Stout, B.A., Mrozek, R.M. and Z.
Karasek. 1968. Development and eva
luation of mechanisms to orient apples.
Progress Report, Dep. Agr. Eng., Mich.
State Univ., December.

position the apples were conveyed up
the inclined belt. Some difficulty was
encountered as some non-oriented
apples were conveyed up the incline
between oriented apples. The oriented
fruit was transferred to the cup of a
peeling-coring unit via a vibrating
conveyor and a reciprocating solenoid
activated transfer arm.

Armstrong (4) patented equipment
which orients the apples by using an
inclined vibrating trough in which the
fruit rests finally on the stem end.

A second mechanical orientation
system developed by Michigan State
University consisted of a rotating,
inclined tube. The feed rate, inclina
tion and rotation rate could be varied
on their experimental unit. As the unit
was rotated the apples followed a
spiral path through the tube and tended
to orient with the axis parallel to the
axis of the tube. Uniformity of orien
tation within 15 degrees could be
achieved for about 90 percent of the
apples.

Mechanical orientation systems
based on the detection of the stem or

calyx and depressions have been
developed. Examples are the patents
of Keesling (5), Anderson (2), and
Wilkerson (9) and the equipment pro
duced by Atlas-Pacific Engineerings
and FMC«L The commercial unit offered
by Atlas-Pacific Engineering, which
has been installed in a number of

plants in both the U.S. and Canada,
operates by detecting the stem or
blossom indentation by means of a
small rotating wheel. Apples not
oriented are automatically rejected
before they reach the coring and
peeling section of the apparatus.
Figure 2 shows the Atlas-Pacific
automatic orientation, peeling and
coring unit. Fruit is picked up from
the conveyor flume and carried to the
multi-station orienting table where
the fruit is oriented prior to peeling,
coring and slicing in the main body of

c Atlas-Pacific Engineering Co., Emery-
vi lie, Calif.

a FMC Corporation, Canning Machinery
Division, San Jose, Calif.
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Higher yield than ever before
with contour peeling—production
up to 130 applet per minute.

as 18 posses during j
peeling process.

Changeable coring units
with diameter* from %"
to V4" allow for moit
economical coring of

5 adjustable
ery with any
of apple.

Precision ground "micro guards"
—guide twin rotary cutters <
contour* to peel with micro-
thinness regardless of shape of
the apple.

"'Open" design permits fa
thorough cleaning, and acces
bility for routine servicing.

18-pocket orienting table me
chanically positions apples to
peeling and coring unit. Apples
improperly aligned are automat
ically rejected and returned to

Smooth, vertical contouring
of reject chute area.

Figure 2 Atlas-Pacific automatic orientation peeling and coring apparatus.

Variety

Cortland

Delicious

Mcintosh

Northern Spy

Gravenstein

TABLE I. ORIENTATION OF APPLES IN WATER

Position

Stem Up Stem Down Cheek Up

77% 23% 0%

57% 7% 36%

60% 36% 4%

62% 34% 4%

52% 32% 16%

Variety

TABLE II. ORIENTATION OF APPLES IN WATErO)

Position

Jonathan 1962

1963

Mcintosh 1962

1963

Delicious 1962

1963

Stem Up % Stem Down % Cheek Up %

95 1 4

91 8 1

64 34 2

60 39 1

71 2 27

75 17 8
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the unit. The FMC equipment also
uses a rotating wheel to orient the
apples prior to coring. A caustic
peeler removes the apple peel prior
to orientation and coring. Instead of
rejecting apples which are not
oriented, as done by Atlas-Pacific,
the FMC equipment relies on two
attendants to orient the apples not
correctly oriented by the rotating
wheel system.

Flotation Orientation

Several workers have suggested
that an automatic orientation system
for apples could be based upon flota
tion. Observation of various apple
varieties during flotation indicate a
general stem up or stem down attitude.
Deane found that in a sample of 25,000
field run apples in a processing plant,
over 90 percent showed the desired
stem up or stem down orientation.
Table I shows the results of a trial
conducted by Engineering Research
Service using five varieties of com
monly grown apples. Similar values
were reported by the U.S. Department
of Agriculture (1) as shown in Table II.

The Delicious variety did not
lend itself to orientation by flotation.
Gravenstein apples also did not orient
well, with 16 percent floating cheek
up. Good orientation of the other
varieties was found with over 95
percent orienting in the stem up or
stem down position.

The workers at Michigan State
University0 extended the flotation to
include solution specific gravities
from 0.8 to 1.15. They found improved
orientation through the use of orien
ting fluids lighter than water, with
Delicious apples showing the poorest
orientation. In this study fruit was
considered oriented if the stem-calyx
axis was within 15 degrees of the
vertical.

Stout et al° attempted to use a
water vortex system similar to that
used by Lorenzen (6). They found
slightly improved orientation when
compared to still water but concluded
that the system was not practical for
commercial application.

EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT

Based on the apparent orientation
of most apple varieties in water, some
preliminary work was undertaken to
investigate application of this tech
nique. Equipment for the handling of
water-oriented apples must provide
some technique for transferring the
apples from the water, to some mecha
nical support without altering the

Dean, Pr.1969. Personal communication.
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orientation, and at the same time
perform this function at a commer
cially feasible rate.

Figure 3 shows the schematic
layout of the unit used to test the
principle. Apples were hand fed into
the water flume (A) and flowed down
through the feed channel in single
file. A pair of solenoid-activated
gates (B & C) separated individual
apples from the continuous stream of
apples prior to the apples reaching
the pick-up mechanism. These gates
were activated photoelectrically in
response to the passage of apples
and were electrically interlocked to
allow only one apple to be fed at a
time. The positions of the photoelec
tric beams are shown diagramatically
by D & E. An indexed, six position
plate (F) was used to locate the
apples in individual cells while they
were still floating in the water stream.
The apples in the cells were posi
tioned above cups (G) mounted on
moveable arms, which rotated in uni
son with the indexing plate. After
indexing through two positions, the
cam-actuated cup was raised under
the apple, lifting it from its floating
position. A further step of the index
ing plate positioned the apple under
the pneumatically-operated coring
device. The cored apples returned to
the water stream following coring.

M-mTl* FUWC

• tC-afiLCNON) KTIVKTCO 9ATC9

D«E-H«TOElECTmC OCTECTOW

F-INCCIIM PLATE

B-CW *CTIV*TEO L*T1H« O*

H-CMtM TUM

Figure 3 Schematic layout of
orientation test unit.

Figure 4 shows a general view
of the indexing plate and coring
device. The cam-actuated lifting cup
may be seen under the apple in the
first visible position. The apple in
the second position is ready to be
lifted and a third apple is in the
raised position under the coring
cylinder.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The use of water orientation to
aid in the automation of apple peeling
and coring has been considered by
several workers, based upon the
apparent orientation of this fruit in
water. Several problems arise in the
application of this technique when
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Figure 4 Water orientation test unit
showing the indexing plate.

closer evaluation is undertaken. The

high degree of orientation observed
for several varieties was based on

visual estimation, in some cases
under plant conditions. The orienta
tion of several varieties in water

(Tables I & II) was good. However
because of shape variation (Figure 5)
visual observation of the orientation
in water may be deceptive. Many
apples which appeared well oriented
were not oriented accurately enough
for complete coring.

Figure 5 Longitudinal sections of
representative apples.

Results of the coring trials are
presented in Table III. The varieties
of apples used were Mcintosh, Spy
and T397 (a test variety). The apples
were size graded into three groups:
small, 2% to 2Vi in. (57 to 64 mm);
medium, 2^ to 3 in. (64 to 76 mm);
and large 3 to Vh in. (76 to 89 mm).
The Delicious apples were not ade
quately oriented by the flotation, and
consequently 60-70 percent of those
tested were not cored. Mcintosh apples
were reasonably well cored using the
test coring unit. For this variety and
other varieties which orient well in
water some possibility exists for

using a flotation system. To get
accurate coring some mechanical
means of final orientation would be
necessary. A technique for rejecting
apples which orient cheek up would
be necessary to prevent the inclusion
of stems and core material in the
cored product.

The stability of the floating apple
is low, and orientation achieved by
flotation is very easily lost. Small
mechanical forces or turbulence in
the flotation media readily disturb the
orientation. These problems of orien
tation accuracy and the instability of
the floating fruit provide the greatest
obstacles to the application of
flotation orientation.

The time required for an individual
apple to orient in still water varied,
however a period of about two seconds
was necessary to allow the fruit to
stabilize before being lifted. This
requirement places another restriction
on the design of flotation orientation
apparatus. Multiple stilling wells or
some other technique would be required
to increase capacity to a commer
cially acceptable level.

CONCLUSIONS

While an orientation system for
apples based on the principle of flo
tation is very appealing for inclusion
in an automated caustic peeling sys
tem there are several problems asso
ciated with the principle. Apples of
the Delicious variety can not be ade
quately oriented by flotation. The
varieties of apples which appear to
have very good orientation charac
teristics, based on visual observation,
may in fact not be accurately enough
oriented for direct inclusion in a

coring unit. Water flotation orienta
tion might prove to be most useful as
a preliminary orientation system, with
a mechanical system being used to do
the final orientation.

SUMMARY

Orientation of pome fruit is an
essential part in the development of
automated apple peeling and coring
facilities. Mechanical orientation

systems based on the detection of stem
or calyx end depressions of the apple
have been studied by various workers
and are used in some commercial

equipment. Systems based on the
orientation of the fruit in water and
other fluids are also reviewed. An

experimental unit was constructed to
test the feasibility of a water orien
tation system which could be used in
conjunction with a caustic peeler.
The problems of orientation accuracy
and fruit stability are the greatest
obstacles to the application of
flotation techniques.
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TABLE III. PERCENTAGE OF APPLES CORED USING WATER ORIENTATION SYSTEM 4.

Variety Six® % Cored % Meedini Tria % Not Gored

Mcintosh Snail

Medina

Large

50

SO

20

SO

20

60

20

30

20

Delicious Samil

Medina

0

10

30

30

70

60

Large -.
*•"" ••

T-397 Saall

Mediuii

Large

20

3

6

35

30

30

45

67

64

Cored - both stea and blossoa end completely reaoved.

Needing Tria - one end coapletely reaoved, the other partially reaoved.
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